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Abstract 
The need to divide attention in order to deal with information flowing in from a number of 
sources is observable in many work settings. Although most people can perform several simple 
activities concurrently, such as eating and watching television (Sharon, 1997), making simultane-
ous decisions is difficult (Pashler & Johnston, 1998). For the majority, task overload causes errors 
in performance (Girard, 2007), a decline in the quality of treatment (Ruthruff et al., 2001), and 
longer reaction time (Levy et al., 2006). The few who cope efficiently under such circumstances 
employ different cognitive strategies. 

Teamwork is one way of managing multiple demands. Group work makes it possible to deal with 
larger amounts of information and to generate a variety of ideas as well as to minimize faulty 
conclusions. On the other hand, individuals make speedier and better decisions, and are not sub-
ject to the tensions of interplay (Davis and Toseland, 1987). The literature offers little information 
on methods of testing the conditions under which tasks should be handled by one agent or a team.  

The educational project described here was conducted comparing efficiency of performance of a 
series of tasks by individuals and small groups. 116 participants, ranging in age from high school 
level through holders of Masters' degrees, 58 women and the same number of men, were pre-
sented with a computer game based on educational software. Participants were instructed to ma-
nipulate a tracker by means of the keyboard in order to contact a target moving randomly on the 
screen. The game was arranged in five levels of difficulty. A comparison was made of the speed 
in which objectives were attained when performed individually and when divided among groups 
of two to four partners, controlling for the type of coordination, cognitive style and additional 
background variables. Cases of expedient and inexpedient division of labor were identified, as 
were factors affecting feasibility. Among the latter were the size of the simultaneous task load, 
complexity level, number of participants, and the intensity of coordination required among them. 

The optimal number of partners depended on the type of action prescribed. When the demand for 
division of attention was not onerous, evidence indicated a preference for a single participant who 

did not have to deal with the demands of 
interpersonal coordination. With a slight 
increase in complexity, two or three 
partners were more successful than an 
individual performer. As the game plan 
became even more intricate, three part-
ners had the advantage. In all trials, a 
team of four was consistently less suc-
cessful. The results suggest that in a 
complex format, the problem of divided 
attention was a more dominant factor 
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than the need for coordination between two or three players. Cooperation became a major factor 
again when groups of four were activated.         

The decision with regard to cooperative or individual activity must also take expected achieve-
ment into account. The goal set for the task tested in this study was defined as reaching the target 
in minimal elapsed time. Under conditions in which individuals attain the goal faster than a 
group, there is no valid reason for compelling them to take on partners.  

The present paper provides educational administrators and developers of scholastic projects with 
basic considerations intended to assist in making decisions about the division of roles and func-
tions. Whether two heads are better than one or too many cooks spoil the broth depends both on 
the relative complexity of the assignment and the nature of the interaction taking place when 
more than one individual is involved.  
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